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Israel Cancer Association USA’s strong financial health and commitment to accountability and transparency have earned it a 4-star rating from Charity Navigator, America’s largest independent charity evaluator for a third consecutive year. Only 25% of the charities they evaluate have received at least 3 consecutive 4-star evaluations.

Since 2002, using objective analysis, Charity Navigator has awarded only the most fiscally responsible organizations a 4-star rating. Charity Navigator’s metrics focus on governance and ethical practices as well as measures of openness, and reveal which charities operate in accordance with industry best practices and whether they are open with their donors and stakeholders.

Only a quarter of charities rated by Charity Navigator receive the distinction of a 4-star rating. This adds Israel Cancer Association USA to a preeminent group of charities working to overcome our world’s most pressing challenges. When people donate in support of Israel Cancer Association USA’s mission of raising funds for Fellowship Grants that support cancer research conducted by award-winning scientists at leading hospitals, universities and institutions throughout Israel, ICA USA’s 4-star Charity Navigator rating demonstrates good governance and financial accountability.

About Israel Cancer Association USA (ICA USA)

As the US Arm of Israel Cancer Association, Israel Cancer Association USA (ICA USA) provides seed money to Scientists conducting cancer research in Israel. The science is stellar. The research value - dollar for dollar - is unrivaled. 100% of fellowship dollars goes directly to the scientists for their research subject - not to their institution, nor for our overhead. Our scientists receive no government funding, depending entirely on private donations.

Israel Cancer Association (ICA) is at the forefront of the fight against cancer, supporting an array of cancer research projects being conducted by world renowned researchers located at hospitals and universities throughout Israel. In pioneering new frontiers in the disease, ICA is a formidable source of medical innovation addressing every aspect in the fight against cancer.
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